CENTRAL COUNCIL FOR RESEARCH IN SIDDHA

IDENTIFICATION OF THE INFORMATION / DOCUMENTS HAVING ARCHIVES VALUE

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION:

Important Policy decisions taken by the Ministry
  1. Documents pertaining to the bifurcation of CCRS from CCRAS
  2. Documents pertaining to the establishment of peripheral Institutes/Units of CCRS

Decisions related to establishment of National Institutes/Research Councils
  1. Certificate of Registration of facilities
  2. Memorandum of association and Rules, regulations & bye-laws of CCRS

Legislation & Subordinate legislation
  1. Memorandum issued by the Ministry of AYUSH

Regulatory orders and guidelines
  1. DSIR certificate
  2. Good manufacturing Practice Certificate

Administrative committee reports
  1. Minutes of General Body of CCRS
  2. Minutes of Executive Committee of CCRS

Parliamentary committee reports
  1. Documents pertaining to Parliamentary committee

Annual Reports
  1. Annual report of CCRS
  2. Annual report of peripheral Institutes/Units of CCRS
  3. Annual accounts of CCRS
  4. News letter of CCRS

RESEARCH AREA:

Patents/Journal/Papers/Books Published
  1. Documents pertaining to patent application/replies/renewal/grant, etc
  2. Journal volume published by CCRS
  3. Books published by CCRS
  4. Papers published by the faculty/scientists/researchers of CCRS
  5. Papers published by other researchers

Technical committee reports
  1. Siddha Dossier
  2. Minutes of Scientific Advisory Board of CCRS
  3. Minutes of Siddha Taskforce Committee
  4. Minutes of Siddha Pharmacopoeia Committee
  5. Intramural Research Policy
  6. IMR project proposal
  7. IMR project report
8. Minutes of Project Evaluation and Monitoring Committee
9. Memorandum of Understanding with collaborating Institutions
10. Minutes of PSC & PAC pertaining to EMR

Conference proceedings
1. Abstract volume of Conference /Seminar/Workshop
2. Proceeding volume of Conference/Seminar/Workshop

Audio-Video materials including documentaries/ IEC material
1. IEC pamphlets
2. Photo album of events
3. Audio-video of events

MISCELLANEOUS:
Celebration of important events viz. International Day of Yoga, Siddha Day
1. Documents pertaining to the Observation of Siddha Day
2. Report of the Observance of Siddha Day

Statistical reports
1. Hospital Statistics
2. Project Statistics